
Yuta Badayala  

Yuta Badayala is a collaboration between Koskela
& Yolngu weavers from Elcho Island Arts. 

Each light fitting is unique as the artists are given
complete artistic license to interpret the frame. By
purchasing one of these light fittings you are
directly benefiting these women, their art centre
and their family. Yuta Badayala light fittings are all
one-of-a-kind and no two are the same. The
imagery featured is indicative only. All design
choices are made by the Indigenous Artists.

These fittings come in a variety of sizes and
shapes. Please contact our team to find out about
available stock or to explore bespoke
opportunities.

  



MATERIALS

The lampshade has a wire frame and is
woven with natural fibres sourced from the
local area. These fibres may vary depending
on seasonality and availability. 

It comes with the following in black as
standard

E27 fitting
2 metre flex
Ceiling rose

The length of the flex can be increased for an
extra charge.

Fits any E27 bulb

FINISHES

Koskela’s Social Enterprise pieces are all one of a kind,
unique items and no two items are the same. Imagery is
indicative only of one type of design possible. All design
choices are made by the Indigenous artist at the time
therefore the item availability cannot be specified by Koskela
unless currently in stock.

LEAD TIME

Please discuss with Sales
Consultant
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MEET THE FAMILY

Product Name Product Type Product Code Starting from price Starting from materials Dimensions (mm) & Drawings

Yuta Badayala Pendant

Large LI-YB-L- $2500

All one of a kind, unique

items and no two items are

the same.

590Dia x 660H

Yuta Badayala Pendant

Medium LI-YB-M- $1800

All one of a kind, unique

items and no two items are

the same.

430Dia x 370H

Yuta Badayala Pendant

Small LI-YB-S- $1200

All one of a kind, unique

items and no two items are

the same.

230Dia x 240H
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